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Canon KP-36IP Colour Ink + 100 x 148 mm Paper Set, 36 Sheets

Brand : Canon Product code: 7737A001

Product name : KP-36IP Colour Ink + 100 x 148 mm
Paper Set, 36 Sheets

- Genuine Canon Ink produces on average 35% more quality prints than imitation cartridges
- Genuine Canon Ink provides consistent quality prints 100% of the time
- Genuine Canon Ink is 100% reliable so you can print with less stress
KP-36IP Colour Ink + 100 x 148 mm Paper Set, 36 Sheets

Canon KP-36IP Colour Ink + 100 x 148 mm Paper Set, 36 Sheets:

A range of SELPHY media is available for a variety of printing projects. SELPHY ink at ISO/IEC 24711
standard and paper sets come with just the right amount of ink and paper for the number of photos you
want to produce, so you can always replace both in one easy step. Printing with KC-series media
requires the use of a separately sold card-size paper cassette.
Canon KP-36IP Colour Ink + 100 x 148 mm Paper Set, 36 Sheets. Printing colours: Cyan, Magenta,
Yellow, Print technology: Inkjet, Compatibility: - SELPHY: CP750, CP720, CP740, CP510, CP400, CP710,
CP500, CP600, CP730 - Bubble Jet: CP-600,...

Features

Printing colours Cyan, Magenta, Yellow
Print technology Inkjet

Features

Compatibility

- SELPHY: CP750, CP720, CP740,
CP510, CP400, CP710, CP500,
CP600, CP730 - Bubble Jet: CP-600,
CP-500, CP-740, CP-710, CP-330,
CP-200, CP-730, CP-400, CP-300,
CP-750, CP-720, CP-510, CP-100,
CP-220

Technical details

Harmonized System (HS) code 84439990
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